Mostly True: The Story of Bozo Texino, Bill Daniel, Microcosm Publishing, 2008, 0978866525, 9780978866525, 142 pages. It's possible Bill Daniel is the most inspiring filmmaker of our day. With an impressive filmography that includes work on Craig Baldwin's Sonic Outlaws and as Vanessa Renwick's long-time collaborator, Daniel has crafted a remarkable book to go with his twenty-years-in-the-making Who Is Bozo Texino? - a documentary about modern day hoboes, rail workers and a forgotten outsider subculture. It's a rollicking rail zine of boxcar graffiti and obscure railroad nostalgia - the result of a 25 year obsession with hobo and railworker folklore. Freight riding stories, interviews with hoboes and boxcar artists, historical oddities and tons of photos of modern day boxcar tags are all presented in the guise of a vintage rail fanzine..


Two Trains Running, Lucius Shepard, Charles Stross, Mar 1, 2004, , 112 pages. "This collection of fact and fiction was inspired by the time science fiction writer Lucius Shepard spent with Missoula Mike, Madcat, and other members of a controversial ....

Bleach The black moon rising, Tite Kubo, Jun 5, 2007, , 216 pages. Ichigo Kurosaki has martial arts skills and the ability to see ghosts, and his life is about to change when he meets Rukia Kuchiki, a soul reaper and protector of innocents..

Tearing Down the Streets Adventures in Urban Anarchy, Jeff Ferrell, Dec 6, 2002, Art, 288 pages. Along the way the book investigates a remarkable range on contemporary public controversies involving these underground groups, documenting the ways in which their on-the ....

Please listen I have something to tell you about what is, Chris Johanson, Sean Kennerly, Jack Hanley, 2007, Art, 208 pages. For more than a decade, Chris Johanson has been transforming day-to-day subject matter into simple stories in paintings that make bright, flat reference to illustration or folk ....

Doris An Anthology, 1991-2001, Cindy Crabb, Apr 4, 2005, , 301 pages. Cindy writes her zine, Doris, like she is figuring out the human condition. She makes writing about the simplest and most common things -- playing music, childhood, cooking, or ....

Visions of Booga, Alan C. Martin, 2008, Comics & Graphic Novels, 104 pages. Tank Girl and Booga suffer some extremely bad luck and their only hope lies with Booga's estranged little brother who lives on the other side of the country..

Justice Society of America: Thy Kingdom Come, Alex Ross, Dec 16, 2008, , 192 pages. The world's first super-team is renewed by a new generation of heroes, promising to uphold the legacy of their predecessors and inspire other heroes all over the world. Full-color..

100 bullets, Book 2, Brian Azzarello, Eduardo Risso, 2000, , , , , 
You Can't Win, Jack Black, 2000, Biography & Autobiography, 279 pages. You hold in your hands a true lost classic, one of the most legendary cult books ever published in America. Jack Black's autobiography was a bestseller and went through five ....

Wall and Piece, Banksy, 2006, Art, 238 pages. From the Publisher: Graffiti artist Banksy decorates streets, walls, bridges and zoos of towns and cities throughout the world. His identity remains unknown but his work is ....

The Full Body Project Photographs by Leonard Nimoy, Leonard Nimoy, Anne Wilkes Tucker, Natalie Angier, Nov 1, 2007, , 93 pages. Collects fifty black and white photographs of nude, full-figured women, including group shots inspired by the work of Henri Matisse, Marcel Duchamp, and Raphael.


Mark Twain Was Right The 2001 Cincinnati Riots, Keith Rosson, Dan P. Moore, Sep 26, 2012, , 95 pages. In the format of a graphic novel and using journalism as a narrative, the story of the 2001 Cincinnati riots is the largest urban unrest since the 1992 Los Angeles riots is ....

The art of rebellion world of streetart, Christian Hundertmark, 2003, Art, 143 pages. Street art has literally taken over the world in recent years: London, Tokyo, Paris, New York, LA, Berlin, Rome and many other cities have all beeniberated by artists who are ....

Distance Makes the Heart Grow Sick A Book of Postcards, Cristy C. Road, Sep 11, 2007, , 96 pages. Basking in the trenches of leftover teen angst, punk rock, and brutal honesty, author Cristy Road romanticizes the underdog in this collection of five years of artwork ....
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